The principal object of the present memoir is to establish the different kinds of skew surfaces of the fourth order, or Quartic Scrolls; but, as preliminary thereto, there are some general researches connected with those in my former memoir " On Skew Surfaces, otherwise Scrolls" *, and I also reproduce the theory (which may be considered as a known one) of cubic scrolls; there are also some concluding remarks which relate to the general theory. As regards quartic scrolls, I remark that M. Chasles, in a footnote to his paper, " Description des courbes de tous les ordres situees sur les surfaces reglees du troisieme et du quatrieme ordres "f 9 states, " les surfaces reglees du quatrieme ordre .... admettent quatorze especes." This does not agree with my results, since I find only eight species of quartic scrolls; the developable surface or " torse " is perhaps included as a 44 surface reglee; " but as there is only one species of quartic torse, the deficiency is not to be thus accounted for. My enumeration appears to me complete, but it is possi ble that there are subforms which M. Chasles has reckoned as distinct species.
1. A scroll considered as arising from any geometrical construction, for instance one of the scrolls S(m, n, jg), S(m2, n) , S(m3) considered general the scroll S, may break up into two or more inferior scrolls S', S",..; but as long as S', S",.. are proper scrolls (not torses, and a fortiori not cones or planes), no one of these can be considered, apart from the others, as the result of the geometrical construc tion, and we can only say that the scroll S given by the construction is the aggregate of the scrolls S', S",. . ; and the like when we have the scrolls S', S",. . . , each repeated any number of times, or say when S = S 'aS"A .. Suppose however that the scrolls S', S",.. are any one or more of them a torse or torses-or, to make at once the most general sup position, say that we have S = 2S ', where 2 is a torse, or aggregate of torses ( 2 = 2 '"2"/3...), and S' is a proper scroll or aggregate of proper scrolls; then, although it is not obliga tory to do so, we may without impropriety throw aside the torse-factor 2, and consider the original scroll S as degenerating into the scroll S', and as suffering a reduction in order accordingly.
Scrolls with two directrix
, Article Nos. 6 to 11. 6. Consider now a scroll having two directrix lines: it may be assumed that these do not intersect; for if they did, then any generating line, qua line meeting the two direc trix lines, would either lie in the plane of the two lines, or else would pass through their point of intersection; that is, the scroll would break up into the plane of the two lines, considered as the locus of the tangents of a plane curve, and into a cone having for its vertex the point of intersection of the two lines. Each generating line meets any plane section of the scroll in the point where such generating line meets the plane of the section; the plane section constitutes a third directrix; or the scrolls in question are all included in the form S(l, 1, m), where m is a plane curve. The order of the scroll S(l, 1, m )is in general = 2 m ; but if the one line meets the curve a times, that is, in an a-tuple point of the curve, and the other line meets the curve times, that is, in a /3-tuple point of the curve, then by the general formula No. 5) the order of the scroll is = 2 m -a-(3; and in particular if a+ /3 = m , then the order is = m .
7. We may without loss o f generality attend only to the last-mentioned case. To show how this is, suppose for a moment that the two lines do not either of them meet the curve; the scroll is then of the order 2m. Call the point in which each line meets the plane of the curve the foot of this line, then the line joining the two feet meets the curve in m points; and it is in respect of each of these .points a generating line of the scroll; that is, it is an m-tuple generating line: the section of the scroll by the plane of the curve m is in fact this line counting m times, and the curve m-\-m=2m, the order of the scroll. And in like manner the section by any plane through the m-tuple line is this line counting m times, and a curve of the order m not meeting either of the directrix lines. But the section by any other plane is a curve of the order meeting each of the directrix lines in a point which is an m-tuple point of the section (each direc trix line is in fact an m-tuple line of the scroll); and by considering, in place of the par ticular section m, this general section, we have the scroll of the order 2m in the form S(l, 1, 2m), where the two directrix lines each meet the section m times; so that the order is 4m-m-m -2m.
8. And so in general, m being a plane curve, when the scroll S(l, 1, m) is of an order superior to m, say = m +/^, this only means that the section chosen for the directrix curve m is not the complete section by the plane of such curve, but that the line join ing the feet of the two directrix lines is a #-tuple generating line of the scroll, and that the complete section is made up of this line counting times and of the curve m. So that taking, not the section through the multiple generating line, but the general sec tion, for the plane directrix curve, the only case to be considered is that in which the section is a proper curve of an order equal to that of the scroll; or, what is the same thing, we have only to consider the scrolls S(l, 1, m) for which the order is depressed from 2m to m in consequence of the directrix lines meeting the plane section a times and (3 times, that is, in an a-tuple point and a /3-tuple point respectively, where a + |3 = m .
9. It is clear that in the case in question the directrix lines are an a-tuple line and a /3-tuple line respectively. The generation is as follows: Scroll S(l, 1, m) of the order m ; the curve m being a plane curve of the order m having an a-tuple point and a /3-tuple point, where a + /3 = m : the directrix lines, say 1 and 1', pass through these points respectively, and they do not intersect each other. The generating lines pass through the directrix lines 1 and 1' and the curve m, and we have thence the scroll S(l, 1, m). Taking at pleasure any point on the curve m, we can through this point draw a single line meeting each of the directrix lines 1, 1'; that is, the curve m is a simple curve on the scroll. Taking at pleasure a point on the directrix line 1, and making this the vertex of a cone standing on the curve m, this cone has an a-tuple line (the line 1) and a /3-tuple line (the line joining the vertex with the foot of the line 1'); the line 1' meets this cone in the foot of the line 1', counting (3 times, and besides in m-f3, = a points; the lines joining the vertex with the last-mentioned points respect ively (or, what is the same thing, the lines, other than the /3-tuple line, in which the plane through the vertex and the line 1' meets the cone) are the a generating lines through the assumed point on the line 1; and the line 1 is thus an a-tuple line of the scroll. And in like manner, through an assumed point of the directrix line 1', we con struct /3 generating lines of the scroll; and the line 1' is a /3-tuple line of the scroll.
10. The scroll S(l, 1, m) now in question has not in general any multiple generating line; in fact a multiple generating line would imply a corresponding multiple point on the section m ; and this section, assumed to be a curve having an a-tuple point and a /3-tuple point, has not in general any other multiple point. But it may have other multiple points; and if there is, for example, a y-tuple point, then the line from this point which meets the two directrix lines counts y times, or it is a y-tuple generating lin e; and so for all the multiple points of m other than the a-tuple point and the /3-tuple point which correspond to the directrix lines respectively. I t is to be noticed that the multiplicity y of any such multiple generating line is at most equal to the smallest of the two numbers a and /3; for suppose y > a , then, since a+ |3 = m , we should have y+ /3> m , and the line joining the y-tuple point and the /3-tuple point would meet the curve m in y-f-/3 points, which is absurd. In the case of several multiple lines, there are other conditions of inequality preventing self-contradictory results *.
11. The general section is a curve of the order m, having an a-tuple point and a /3-tuple point corresponding to the directrix lines respectively, and a y-tuple point, &c. . . . corresponding to the other multiple points (if any). A section through the directrix line 1 is in general made up of this line, counting a times, and of /3 generating lines passing through one and the same point of the directrix line if the section pass also through a 7-tuple generating line, then, of the (3 generating lines in question, 7 (which, as has been seen, is %>/3) unite together in the 7-tuple generating line; and so for the sections through the directrix line 1;. The general section through a 7-tuple generating line is this line counting 7 times, and a curve of the order 7, which has an (a-7)tuple point at its intersection with the directrix line 1, and a (/3-7)tuple point at its intersection with the directrix line 1'; it has a tuple point, &c. .. at its inter sections with the other multiple generating lines, if any.
Scrolls with a twofold directrix
, Article Nos. 12 to 16. 12. But there is a case included indeed as a limiting one in the foregoing general case, but which must be specially considered; viz. the two directrix lines 1 and 1' may coincide, giving rise to a twofold directrix line. To show how this is, I return for the moment to the case of the scroll S(l, 1, m) with two distinct directrix lines 1 and 1', and, to fix the ideas, I suppose that the directrix lines do not either of them meet the curve m, so that the order of the scroll is = 2 m. . correspond homographically with the planes A, B, C, . . . This gives immediately the construction for the case where the two directrix lines come to coincide. In fact, on the twofold directrix line 1 = 1'' take the series of points a, b, c .., and through the sam homographically to these points, the series of planes A, B, C, ..; the generating lines through the point a are the lines through this point, in the plane A, to the points in which this plane meets the curve m ; and so for the entire series of points b,c,.. of the line 1 = 1 '; the resulting scroll, which I will designate as the scroll S (1,1, m), remains of the order = 2 m.If there is given a point of the curve m, then the p through this point and the directrix line is the plane A ; and the point a is then also given by the homographic correspondence of the series of planes and points, and the generating line through the given point on the curve m is the line joining this point with the point a.
13. W e may say that, in regard to any point a of the line 1, the corresponding plane A is the plane of approach of the coincident line 1'; and that in regard to the same point a and to any plane through it, the trace on that plane of the plane of approach is the line of approach of 1'; that is, we may consider that the coincident directrix line 1' meets the plane through a in a consecutive point on the line of approach. In if the point a be the foot of the directrix line 1 (that is, the point where this line meets the plane of the curve m), and the plane through a be the plane of the curve m, then the intersection of the last-mentioned plane by the plane A which corresponds to the point a is the line of approach, and the foot of the coincident directrix line 1' is the consecutive point to a along the line of approach. The expression " the line of approach," used absolutely, has always the signification just explained, viz. it is the inter section of the plane of the curve m by the plane corresponding to the foot of the direc trix line.
14. Suppose now that the line 1 meets the curve m, or, more generally, meets it a times, that is, in an a-tuple point; it might at first sight appear that the coincident line 1' should also be considered as meeting the curve a times, and that the resulting scroll should be of the order 2 m-a -a = 2 m-2a. But this is not the case; so long as the direction of the line of approach is arbitrary, the line 1' must be considered as a line indefinitely near to the line 1, but nevertheless as a line not meeting the curve at all; and the order of the scroll is thus = 2 m-a. If, however, the line of approach is the tangent to a branch through the a-tuple point-that is, if the plane corresponding to the a-tuple point meet the plane of the curve in such tangent, then the coincident line 1' is to be considered as meeting the curve m in a consecutive point on such branch, and the order of the scroll is = 2 m-a -T. And so if at the multiple point there are /3 branches having a common tangent, then the coincident line 1' is to be considered as meeting the curve m in a consecutive point along each of such branches, or say in a consecutive /3-tuple point along the branch, and the order of the scroll sinks to 2m-a -/3. The point spoken of as the a-tuple point is, it should be observed, more than an a-tuple point with a /3-fold tangent; it is really a point of union of an a-tuple point and a /3-tuple point, or say a united a(+/3)tuple point, equivalent to |a ( a -l)-l-!/3(/3-1) double points or nodes; and the case is precisely analogous to that of the scroll S(l, 1, m), where the two directrix lines pass through an a-tuple point and a /3-tuple point of the curve m respectively. It may be added that if at the multiple point in question, besides the /3 branches having a common tangent, there are branches having a common tangent, then the point is, so to speak, a united a(-|-/3, +y)tuple point equivalent to ^a(a-1) + J/3(/3-1 )+ Jy (y -1) double points or nodes; but the order of the scroll is still = 2 m -a -/3.
15. In the same way as the scrolls S(l, 1, m) are all included in the case where the order of the scroll, instead of being = 2 m, is = m , so the scrolls S(l, 1, m) are all included in the case where the order of the scroll, instead of being = 2 m, is =m . That is, we may suppose that the curve m has a united a(+/3) tuple point (a+ /3= m ), and may take the directrix line to pass through this point, and the line of approach to be the common tangent of the /3 branches; and this being so, the order of the scroll will be 2m-a -(3, = m . It may be added that if the curve m has, besides the a(-j-/3) point, a y-tuple point, then the scroll will have a y-tuple generating line, and so for the other multiple points of the curve m.
16. We may, in the same way as for the scroll S(l, 1, m), consider the different sections of the scroll S(l, 1, m) of the order m. The general section is a curve of the order m, having an a(+/3)tuple point at the intersection'with the directrix line, and a y-tuple point, &c. corresponding to the multiple generating lines, if any. A section through the directrix line is in general made up of this line counting a times, and of generating lines through the point which corresponds to the plane of the section; if the section pass also through a y-tuple generating line (y>*/3, in the same way as for the scroll S(l, 1, m)), then, of the (3 generating lines, y unite together in the y-tuple generating line. The general section through a y-tuple generating line breaks up into this line counting y times, and a curve of the order m -y, which has on the directrix line an a -y(+/3 -y)tuple point and a ci-tuple point, &c. at its intersections with the other multiple generating lines, if any. 25. In the case of a cubic scroll there is necessarily a nodal* line; in fact for the m-thic scroll there is a nodal curve which is of the order 2 at least, and of the order at most, and which for m = 3 is therefore a right line. And moreover we see at once that every cubic surface having a nodal line is a scroll; in fact any plane whatever through the nodal line meets the surface in this line counting as 2 lines, and in a curve of the order 1, that is, a line; there are consequently on the surface an infinity of lines, or the surface is a scroll. W e have therefore to examine the cubic surfaces which have a nodal line.
26. Let the equations of the nodal line be # = 0 , ^= 0 ; then the equation of the surface is~U z-f* Vw "f-Q -0, where U, V, Q are functions of (#, y) of the orders 2, that U, Y have no common factor, then we may write Q = (a# + /3 y )U + (y # -f% )V ; and substituting this value, and changing the values of z and w, the equation of the surface is of the form U s+ Y w = 0 , or, what is the same thing, 0 ) > , y ) \ zi w )= 0 ; so that, besides the nodal directrix line (# = 0 , 0), the scroll has the simple directrix line (z = 0, w = 0 ) : it is clear that the section by any plane whatever is a cubic curve having a node at the foot of the nodal directrix line (ff=0, 0), and passing through the foot of the simple directrix line (z= 0 , w = 0 ) ; that is, it is a cubic scroll of the kind S(l, 1, 3); and since for m-3 the only partition m = a + j3 is m one kind of cubic scroll S(l, 1, 3), and we may say sim/pliciter that the scroll in question is the cubic scroll S(l, 1, 3).
27. If however the functions U, Y have a common factor, say (Xx+fzy), then zJJ+w Y will contain this same factor, and the remaining factor will be of the form z(ux-\-(5y)+ w (y # + -y(flz-\~ + yw), or, changing the values of z and w, the remaining factor will be of the form yw-ocz, and the equation of the scroll thus is where it is clear that the section by any plane whatever is a cubic curve having a node at the foot of the directrix line # = 0 , y = 0. The form S (l, 1, 3) , viz. it is the scroll of the kind where the section is a cubic curve with a 2(-{-I)tuple point (ordinary double point, or node), the line of approach being one of the two tangents at the node; and since for 3 the only partition jS is 569 m= 2 + 1 , there is only one kind of cubic scroll (371, 3), and we may say that the scroll in question is the cubic scroll S(l, i, 3). The conclusion therefore is that for cubic scrolls we have only the two kinds, S(l, 1, 3) and S(l7l, 3). The fore going equations of these scrolls admit however of simplification; and I will further consider the two kinds respectively. Scroll S(l, 1, 3 
The Cubic
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or the equation becomes . 31. We obtain also the following construction: take a cubic curve having a node, and from any point K on the curve draw to the curve the tangents Kp, Kq; through the points of contact draw at pleasure the lines pAC and #BD; through the node draw a line meeting these two lines in the points A, B respectively, this will be the line 1; and through the point K a line meeting the same two lines in the points C and D respectively, this will be the line 1'; and, the equations # = 0, 0, z = 0, w = 0 denoting as above, the equation of the surface will be x?z+9fw=0.
The points A and B are cuspidal points on the nodal line; any section of the scroll by a plane through one of these points is a cubic curve having at the point in question a cusp.
32. It is to be noticed however that the cuspidal points are not of necessity real; if for x, y we write x+ ty, x -iy, and in like manner z-\-iw, z -tw for z, w, then the equa tion takes the form
which is a cubic scroll S(l, 1, 3) with the cuspidal points imaginary.
In the last-mentioned case the nodal line is throughout its whole length crunodal; in the case first considered, where the equation is 0, the nodal line is for that part of its length for which z, w have opposite signs, crunodal; a its length, or where z, w have the same sign, acnodal. There are two according as the line is for the portion intermediate between the cuspidal points cru nodal and for the extramediate portions acnodal, or as it is for the intermediate portion acnodal and for the extramediate portions crunodal. the section has, besides the tacnode, no other double point; that is, the scroll has no nodal generator : the section may however have a third double point, and the scroll has then a nodal (double) generator. In the case a = 3 , /3=1 the section has a triple point, and the line of approach is the tangent at one of the branches at the triple point; the scroll has a twofold, say a 3 (+ l)tu p le directrix line: as the section admits of no further singularity, this is the only case. The foregoing enumeration gives three species of quartic scrolls S(l, 1, 4), and three species of quartic scrolls S(l, 1, 4), together six species, viz. these are as follows:- I refrain on the present occasion from a more particular discussion of the foregoing six species of quartic scrolls. I establish two other species, as follows:-Quartic Scroll, Seventh Species, S (l, 2, 2), with nodal directrix line, and nodal directrix conic which meet, and with a simple directrix conic which meets the nodal conic two points.
Cubic Scroll S (l7l, 3).
Starting from the equation
Quartic
44
. We see, a priori, that the scroll generated as above will be of the order 4, that is, a quartic scroll. In fact using the formula (ante, No. 5),
Order
= 1m np-um-$ we have here Nodal conic, 2, es=0, Simple conic, 2, (3=1, Line , p -1, 7 = 2 , and hence Order = 8 -2 -2 , = 4 .
45. Take (^"= 0 , y = 0) for the equations of the directrix line, 2 = 0 for the equation the plane of the simple conic, w = 0 for that of the plane of the nodal c conics intersect in two points, they lie on a quadric surface, say the surface U = 0; the equations of the simple conic thus are 2= 0, U = 0 ; those of the nodal conic are 0, U = 0. The directrix line x= 0 , y= 0 meets the nodal conic; that is, U m tically for x= 0 , y= 0 , w = 0 ; and this will be the case if only the term in is wanting; that is, we must have U = ( a , b , 0, d , f g, h, l, n fx , , 2, w) 2. But we may in the first instance omit the condition in question, and write
n fx , y, z , w)2; this would lead to a sextic instead of a quartic scroll. apcccL xiv.
46.
The equations of a generating line (since it meets the directrix line # = 0 , y=0) may be taken to be x--«y, si-P (y -y ) ; the condition in order to the intersection of the generating line with the nodal conic is at once found to be t au?+ 2 Tux, + b+ 2 /3 (/+^a ) + <?/32=
and that for its intersection with the simple conic (and therefore identically af-{-bg-\-ch-0 ) , the line is defined by means of its ' ■ dinates " (a, b, c ,f, g, h) .
49. The equations of the cubic curve are satisfied by writing therein x \y \ z \ w -1 and therefore the coordinates of any two points on the curve may be represented by (1, 0, 02, 03) and (1, <p, f , f ) ; hence, if x,y, z, w are th line joining the last mentioned two points, we have have in common 6 intersections, and let these be points of the multiplicities a15 a2, cc3...ud on the curve (*~£x, y, z)n= 0 (viz. according as the curve does not pass through a of the intersections in question, or passes once, twice, &c. through such intersection, we have for that intersection a j = 0 , 1, 2, &c., as the case may be, and so for the other inter sections); then the kn points of intersection include the a i+ a 2.... or say the % oc intersections; but these, being independent of the line (A, B, C, F, G, H) under considera tion, are irrelevant points, and the number of relevant points of intersection is kn-Xcc; that is, if we have Xu-(k-\ ) n , then the scroll in question, viz. the scroll generated by a line which meets the plane w = 0 in the curve (* \x , y, 0, and which has for its six coordinates (p, q, r, vx, vy, vz), will be a scroll of the nt\i order.
